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Introduction
The talented perverts at NaughtyAmerica have decided to enter the Asian niche and Asian1on1 gets off
to a great start with some of the most famous slabs of sushi the adult industry has to offer.

Adult Review
Asian1on1 is brought to you by the fine folks at NaughtyAmerica. The site launched in August of 2006 and is now providing
members with a fresh helping of Asian dumplings once a week. <br />  <br />  As a newer website, Asian1on1 has only 38
updates in its archives so far. Each update includes video and picture sets of some of the hottest Asian stars in the industry
today. Big names like: Mika Tan, Lucy Lee, Katsumi, and Roxy Jezel have all dropped their panties for the Asian1on1
crew.<br />  <br />  The best part of this site is the huge picture set archive that comes with each weekly update. Older
updates are in high-res 800x536 but the newest ones are beautiful 1000x671 images suitable for flipping through online or
printing as hard copies. The Asian1on1 site even includes a slideshow feature and allows you to download whole sets of pics
as .zip files.<br />  <br />  Videos are offered in .wmv, .mpg or .mov (which should thrill Apple users). All movies can be
downloaded as complete scenes with a single click or as a few segments for faster download times. The newest clips are
offered in High-Def 720x480 versions as well but some of the older updates are provided at a max of 320x240 instead.<br /> 
<br />  None of the clips are DRM coded so any slit you want to watch again later will be there for you unless you delete her.
Unfortunately, the site only includes 38 updates of its own so far.<br />  <br />  Videos can be streamed if you prefer not to
have them on your hard drive but the feeds are a bit picky. They don't work with some browsers, firewalls and download
system settings so if you want to use them you may have to tinker a bit to get them to work.<br />  <br />  Also, while they
do offer a limited 3 Day Trial for $1.95 and a 7 Day Trial for $4.95, the only membership worth getting is the monthly one
for $24.95 because they use �tiered access� and only the full membership gets you full access to all that this site has to
offer. If you want to see some Asian action, plan on buying the full month or being frustrated by the stuff you can�t see.

Porn Summary
In a few months this site may become a much better buy than it is now so be sure to check the "Reviewed By" date at the top
of this review. All in all, The Tongue liked the taste of this site and the Tier 2 network but would have preferred to see the
other great Tier 1 network sites included with your membership to Asian1on1 as well.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Big name Asian stars and fantastic photo sets!'
Quality: 88  Updates: 82 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 85
Support: 85 Unique: 75    Taste: 81        Final: 83

Porn Sites Included
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1on1 (Preview) ,American Daydreams (Preview) ,Latin Adultery (Preview) ,SoCal Coeds (Preview) 
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Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: HighSpeed

Only
Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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